Fruit Riddles
Riddles

A list of the best fruit riddles with apples, bananas, watermelons, and more. Can you guess the answer
to each one?

It produces a flower but it is not its fruit; it produces branches which
are its fruit.

2.

This small, round stone fruit that is typically bright or dark red, is
often served on top of whipped cream on a milk shake.

3.

Lynn likes grapes but not potatoes. She likes squash but not lettuce,
and she likes peas but not onions. Following the same rule, will she
like pumpkins or apples?

4.

We are a round stone fruit with juicy yellow flesh and downy pinkishyellow skin that is often sweet or tart in taste. What are we?

5.

Gold in a leather bag, swinging on a tree,
money after honey in its time.
Ills of a scurvy crew cured by the sea,
reason in its season but no rhyme.

6.

What has a green top, red on its belly, seeds on the outside, and tastes
great in jelly?

7.

When life gives you these, make a refreshing beverage.

8.

I am a fruit with seeds on the outside. What am I?

9.

I'm red but I can be green at times and I am even yellow. What am I?

10.

I'm very tempting, so it's said,
I have a shiny coat of red,
and my flesh is white beneath.
I smell so sweet, taste good to eat,
and help to guard your teeth.
What am I?
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I am a fruit, but also a shape. If you had two of me, I would sound just
the same. If you rearrange my letters, it could be a crime. Add me to a
montage and I can become a different fruit. Remove my head and you
can still listen; take away the end and I can still be eaten. Without a
piece of the centre, I am still a word; take away all of the middle and I
am just an acronym. What am I?

12.

I am edible, pink, and a great summer food. What am I?

13.

What fruit is of great use in history?

14.

I am a bird, I am a fruit and I am a person. What am I?

15.

What is the saddest fruit?

16.

I wear a green jacket on the outside, white jacket as a second layer,
and a red jacket inside. I am pregnant with a lot of babies. What am I?

17.

I'm a long curved fruit that grows in clusters and has soft pulpy flesh
and yellow skin when ripe. What am I?

18.

What would an apple and a Christmas tree get if they had a baby?

19.

The virgin gave birth to a child and threw away the blanket.

20.

Green on the outside but red and black inside. I am food but mostly
liquid. What am I?

21.

A fruit on a tree. A tree on a fruit.

22.

I can be found after you remove 6 letters from BSAINXLEATEARS.
What am I?

23.

What lies in bed, and stands in bed? First white then red. The plumper
it gets the better the old women like it?

24.

I wear a red robe, with staff in hand and a stone in my throat. Cut me
and I weep red tears. What am I?
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This is a pear-shaped fruit with a rough leathery skin, smooth oily
edible flesh, and a large pit in the center. It is most used in guacamole
dip.

26.

If you are a sore loser, you are often called the sour variety of this fruit.

27.

My flavors ranges from strawberry to toe. What am I?

28.

What is the longest fruit?

29.

What kind of shoes can you make out of banana peels?

30.

I have five letters and people eat me. When you remove my first letter
I become a crime. Remove my first two letters and I am an animal. If
you remove my first and last letters I'm a form of music.

31.

What traps a star in its belly but can be held in your hand?

32.

I can be sweet or sour. I do not rhyme with any other word. What am
I?

33.

There was a green house. Inside the green house there was a white
house. Inside the white house there was a red house. Inside the red
house there were lots of babies. What is it?

34.

Round as an apple, deep as a cup, and all the kings' horses can't fill it
up. What is it?

35.

The leaves are on the fruit, the fruit is on the leaves. What is it?

36.

What fruit is always sad?

37.

I'm strangely capricious, I'm sour or I'm sweet,
To housewives am useful, to children a treat;
Yet I freely confess I more mischief have done,
Than anything else That is under the sun.

38.

What fruit can you use to sip water?
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It's a symbol and a fruit,
For man's folly, evil's root.
But also for great inspiration,
and famous application.

40.

My first is in fish but no in snail.
My second is in rabbit but no in tail.
My third is in up but not in down.
My fourth is in tiara but not in crown.
My fifth is in tree you plainly see.
My whole a food for you and me.

41.

This pastry is a fruit pie in which the principal filling ingredient is
apples.

42.

What fruit never ever wants to be alone?

43.

Squeeze it and it cries tears. As red as its flesh, but its heart is made of
stone.

44.

I am yellow on the outside, white inside, and very appealing. What am
I?

45.

When it comes to me, you go on red and stops on green. What am I?

46.

A time when they're green. A time when they're brown.
But both of these times, cause me to frown.
But just in between, for a very short while.
They're perfect and yellow. And cause me to smile.

47.

What fruit loves to go crazy and go wild?

48.

What is a ghost's favorite fruit?

49.

I am the sweetest and most romantic fruit. What am I?

50.

What is the coolest and most awesome of all the vegetables?

51.

I'm a fruit that grows on a tree. Some of my varieties include Red
Delicious and Granny Smith.
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52.

What is the funny thing about forbidden fruits?

53.

I wear a red coat and have a stone in my throat. What am I?

54.

This large green melon has red pulp inside and watery juice. Best
enjoyed cold on a hot summer day.
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Answers
1. Sweet corn.

28. Longan.

2. A cherry.

29. Slippers.

3. Pumpkins. Lynn only likes things that
grow on vines.

30. Grape.

4. Peach.
5. Orange.
6. Strawberry.
7. Lemons.
8. A strawberry.
9. Apple.

11. Pear.
12. A peach.
13. Date.
14. Kiwi.
15. Blueberry.
16. Watermelon.
17. A banana.
18. A pineapple.
19. Banana.
20. A watermelon.
21. Pineapple.
22. Banana.
23. Strawberry.
24. A cherry.
25. Avocado.
26. Grape.
27. Jam.
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32. Orange.
33. A watermelon.
34. A well.
35. A pineapple.
36. Blueberry.
37. Apple.
38. Straw-berry.
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10. An apple.

31. Apple.

39. Apple.
40. Fruit.
41. Apple pie.
42. Pear.
43. Cherry.
44. A banana.
45. Watermelon.
46. Bananas.
47. Bananas.
48. BOO-berries.
49. Honeydew.
50. Rad-ish.
51. Apple.
52. They create many jams.
53. A cherry.
54. Watermelon.
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